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Desktop Calendar Reminder is a tiny and easy-to-use tool that displays a calendar on the
desktop and allows you to take notes. It can be handled even by first-time users. The

interface of the application is based on a small window and an intuitive layout; you can
select any date on the calendar and write notes on the bottom part of the screen.

Furthermore, you can use two additional tabs to input text, such as appointments or to-do
lists. By opening the right-click menu on the calendar, you have only one option available -

to go to the current date. Moreover, you can switch to compact mode, save all notes and
backup data, lock moving flags, as well as change the skin color and style (e.g. rounding

top), along with the time format. But you can also modify fonts for the calendar, titles and
notes, as well as make Desktop Calendar Reminder stay on top of all the other windows. The
lightweight app runs on a very small amount of CPU and system memory, so it shouldn't put

a strain on the computer. It is very responsive to commands and includes a help file. We
have not come across any issues during our tests; Desktop Calendar Reminder did not
freeze, crash or pop up error dialogs. Thanks to its intuitive layout, Desktop Calendar
Reminder should make a nice addition to any desktop. Desktop Calendar Reminder

Screenshot: Desktop Calendar Reminder Screenshot: Desktop Calendar Reminder Customer
Reviews: What's new in version 3.1 of Desktop Calendar Reminder Added a search box at

the top Expanded availability to Android devices Added a few new skins Added a new skin:
Black Manual backup and restore features Improved settings options Added a few other

minor changes Tenderfoot Software is a well-known publisher of apps for various platforms.
The company has apps available for iPhone, iPad, Android, BlackBerry, Windows Phone,

and many other platforms. They have their own apps store and developers pay to have their
apps showcased on the platform store. Auslogics Anti-Malware is a program designed to test
and scan your PC for various different threats. These include Trojans, malware, adware, and
many other things. The program scans documents, images, email, and many other common
items. There is a very extensive database of virus definitions. You also get basic, standard,

and full scans.

Desktop Calendar Reminder Crack [Win/Mac]

Desktop Calendar Reminder is an application that allows you to take notes on the desktop.
Overview You can select any date on the calendar and write notes on the bottom part of the
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screen. Furthermore, you can use two additional tabs to input text, such as appointments or
to-do lists. By opening the right-click menu on the calendar, you have only one option

available - to go to the current date. Moreover, you can switch to compact mode, save all
notes and backup data, lock moving flags, as well as change the skin color and style (e.g.

rounding top), along with the time format. But you can also modify fonts for the calendar,
titles and notes, as well as make Desktop Calendar Reminder stay on top of all the other

windows. The lightweight app runs on a very small amount of CPU and system memory, so
it shouldn't put a strain on the computer. It is very responsive to commands and includes a

help file. We have not come across any issues during our tests; Desktop Calendar Reminder
did not freeze, crash or pop up error dialogs. Thanks to its intuitive layout, Desktop
Calendar Reminder should make a nice addition to any desktop. Desktop Calendar

Reminder Release Date: November Desktop Calendar Reminder Features: All applications
have their own advantages and disadvantages and we’ve tried to do our best to compile a set
of useful tools for your convenience. Desktop Calendar Reminder has a few advantages over
similar tools. For instance, you can modify the style of your calendar and use multiple skins
(for instance, you can choose the color of the calendar background, the color of texts and

month headings, as well as the skin of the right-click menu). You can also lock moving flags
and change fonts (for example, you can make the titles of notes bold or a different font

size). Also, a calendar in Desktop Calendar Reminder is much more than just a day planner;
you can write text, including notes, appointments and bookmarks on the dates. You can also
open an address book with contacts (that is, you can add an address for each contact that you

want to include on the calendar). Furthermore, Desktop Calendar Reminder allows you to
execute tasks on selected days or dates. The tasks can contain as many notes as you want (for

instance, you can include only a few reminders for a particular day or you can do anything
from leaving work early for an appointment to booking a party). You can also add
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Desktop Calendar Reminder Free Download

Desktop Calendar Reminder is a tiny and easy-to-use tool that displays a calendar on the
desktop and allows you to take notes. It can be handled even by first-time users. The
interface of the application is based on a small window and an intuitive layout; you can
select any date on the calendar and write notes on the bottom part of the screen.
Furthermore, you can use two additional tabs to input text, such as appointments or to-do
lists. By opening the right-click menu on the calendar, you have only one option available -
to go to the current date. Moreover, you can switch to compact mode, save all notes and
backup data, lock moving flags, as well as change the skin color and style (e.g. rounding
top), along with the time format. But you can also modify fonts for the calendar, titles and
notes, as well as make Desktop Calendar Reminder stay on top of all the other windows. The
lightweight app runs on a very small amount of CPU and system memory, so it shouldn't put
a strain on the computer. It is very responsive to commands and includes a help file. We
have not come across any issues during our tests; Desktop Calendar Reminder did not
freeze, crash or pop up error dialogs. Thanks to its intuitive layout, Desktop Calendar
Reminder should make a nice addition to any desktop. Desktop Calendar Reminder
Screenshot: Desktop Calendar Reminder Download Link: Desktop Calendar Reminder -
Download Free Desktop Calendar Reminder is a tiny and easy-to-use tool that displays a
calendar on the desktop and allows you to take notes. It can be handled even by first-time
users. The interface of the application is based on a small window and an intuitive layout;
you can select any date on the calendar and write notes on the bottom part of the screen.
Furthermore, you can use two additional tabs to input text, such as appointments or to-do
lists. By opening the right-click menu on the calendar, you have only one option available -
to go to the current date. Moreover, you can switch to compact mode, save all notes and
backup data, lock moving flags, as well as change the skin color and style (e.g. rounding
top), along with the time format. But you can also modify fonts for the calendar, titles and
notes, as well as make Desktop Calendar Reminder stay on top of all the other windows. The
lightweight app runs

What's New in the Desktop Calendar Reminder?

DeskCal is an application with an intelligent calender that will highlight from any date you
choose! This software is for FREE, Light and easy to use. There is no setup or registration!
You download and install it, start typing in the input box and start choosing dates! - It comes
with a total of 15 (15) Languages (14 languages included, will be added in the future) - It has
a total of 30 (30) themes - 15 theme included - will be added in the future - I will be adding
more features from time to time - Many new functions will be added in the future! DeskCal
Screenshots: DeskCal Features: Screen Calender - Calendar with drop down menus. Jump to
Today - Choose any day of the week, month or year and start typing in the input box, choose
to jump to today! Jump to specific date or month - Choose any day, week day, month or
year and start typing in the input box. You can choose to jump to any specific date or Month
as well! Date Replacement - Type in any day of the week, week day, month or year and start
typing in the input box. It will automatically replace the date with the clicked date! Oops! -
You can also click anywhere on the screen and it will automatically jump to the first
available date in the drop down menu! (Also works when you're typing in the date input
box)! Custom Styles - Setup your own style for the calender and all the dates inside! (All
your custom styles will save to your Profile). Open in new window - Open the Calendar in a
new window! (Or You can also right click and choose to open the Calendar in a new window
as well! Quick Settings - Set it up so you don't have to click to go to certain dates! Hide
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Your Calendar - You can hide your own Calendar! Turn them off and they're hidden from
view! Customizable Functions - There are over 400 functions that you can customize. (15+
Function categories.) Hide certain days/months - Hide specific day of the week - Hide
specific month! Highlight All - Select a color to Highlight all the dates in the Calendar!
Highlight All via Keyboard - Highlight any date in the Calendar via keyboard! Type any day
of the week, week day, month or year and start typing in the input box
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System Requirements For Desktop Calendar Reminder:

2.0 GHz multi-core CPU 16 GB RAM VGA 1024×768 Resolution Supported OS: Windows
XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 Recommended Requirements: 1.6 GHz multi-core CPU 8 GB RAM
1024×768 Resolution Download: Screenshots: SAGINAW, Mich. -- The Saginaw Spirit hit
their stride and picked up a gritty, come-from-behind win over the Sarnia Sting on Saturday
night at
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